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bollywood love songs became hugely popular during the 80s, and the tunes continued to remain a hit even today. a large number of songs from the 80s have become iconic classics that continue to be played and enjoyed by music fans. love songs that were penned by
music directors like rafi, kalyanji anandji and rajesh roshan became hugely popular. some of the biggest hits from the 80s include “chura liya hai tumne ‘a’chi kahani”, “galliyan tere jaisa paayal”, “pyar ka mausam” and “aa aa aa aa aa”. love songs were the most
important aspect of a hindi film during the 80s. over the years, the lyricists, composers, singers and directors have left their mark on the music of bollywood. the music directors worked with the lyricists, singers and the rest of the film team to create the songs that
featured in bollywood films. love songs were the most popular genre of songs in hindi films during the 80s. while all the songs were melodious and romantic, the love songs were especially popular. music composers and music directors worked with the lyricists, singers
and the rest of the film team to create the songs that featured in bollywood films. love songs were the most popular genre of songs in hindi films during the 80s. while all the songs were melodious and romantic, the love songs were especially popular. love songs were
mainly used in the climax of a film, as they were emotional. a number of recording companies started releasing compilations of bollywood songs during this decade, as well. bollywood love songs became hugely popular during the 80s, and the tunes continued to remain
a hit even today. a large number of songs from the 80s have become iconic classics that continue to be played and enjoyed by music fans. love songs that were penned by music directors like rafi, kalyanji anandji and rajesh roshan became hugely popular.
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